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Abstract (en)
[origin: US2006096940A1] The present invention relates to a crane boom, in particular a telescopic boom of a mobile crane, comprising a boom
guying which has at least one guy rope which is guided from an inner articulation point in the region of a boom articulation point to an outer
articulation point in the region of a projecting boom part. In accordance with the invention, the guy rope is articulated at its outer end such that the
guy rope force induces a bending moment in the crane boom which counters the sagging of the crane boom. This can be achieved in that the guy
rope is articulated eccentrically from the boom part. In accordance with the invention, the outer articulation point of the guy rope is arranged spaced
apart from the boom part at an articulation jib which is secured to the boom part such that a tensile force of the guy rope induces a bending moment
into the crane boom via the articulation jib, said bending moment reducing the bending moment generated in the boom by a hook load and the
boom's own weight. The articulation jib which projects transversely to the longitudinal boom axis forms a bending moment jib, so to say, which is
secured to the outer end of the crane boom or to one of the outer boom parts such that a bending moment reducing the sagging of the crane boom
is generated in the crane boom by the guying force via the articulation jib.
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